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INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE SERVICES

International Exchange Services coordinates the Erasmus programme at the central level: e.g. promotes the possibilities, consults in agreement matters, organises services for both in and outgoing exchange students, outgoing staff, as well as maintains the mobility management system Mobility Online.

Postal address  P.O. Box 53, Fabianinkatu 28, 00014 University of Helsinki, Finland

Websites  
https://www.helsinki.fi/en/studying/contact-us/international-exchange-services
https://www.helsinki.fi/en/university/international-university/mobility-partners

Erasmus institutional coordinator  Ms. Mari Lauri
studentexchange@helsinki.fi
+358 50 448 9819

Erasmus SMS student exchanges  studentexchange@helsinki.fi
+358 2941 22401

Erasmus STA teacher and STT staff exchanges  staffexchange@helsinki.fi
+358 50 448 9840

ERASMUS CONTACT PERSONS AT THE UNITS

In all questions concerning Erasmus mobility partnerships, agreements and actions including exchange student selections and course offerings, renewal of existing mobility agreements, teaching staff or staff training visits, academic content and studies, please contact International Exchange Services (contact information above).

COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH AND COURSE SELECTION

Information on courses suitable for exchange students: https://guide.student.helsinki.fi/en/article/where-can-i-find-studies

Course lists for the academic year 2020 – 2021 will be published in late March 2020.
APPLICATION INFORMATION FOR INCOMING STUDENTS

Nominations
You can nominate students starting from 1 February. We recommend that students are nominated at least two weeks before the application deadlines. Please fill the form for your nominations at https://elomake.helsinki.fi/lomakkeet/78780/lomake.html

Application periods
for Autumn Semester 2020 or Academic Year 2020-21
15.03.-15.04.2020: citizens of non-EU/EEA member states
15.03.-15.05.2020: citizens of EU/EEA member states, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland

for Spring Semester 2021:
15.09.-30.09.2020: citizens of non-EU/EEA member states
15.09.-15.10.2020: citizens of EU/EEA member states, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland

How to apply

Online support for applicants

Language requirements

Semester dates
Autumn Semester: 25 August – 18 December 2020
Spring Semester: 13 January – 31 May 2021

Studies
https://guide.student.helsinki.fi/en/article/where-can-i-find-studies

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Housing

Visa/Residence permit
https://guide.student.helsinki.fi/en/article/residence-permit-exchange-students-0

Insurance

Campuses

City of Helsinki
http://www.hel.fi/www/helsinki/en

Estimated cost of living

Student benefits

INFORMATION FOR ACCEPTED STUDENTS

Orientation, Welcome Fair, Tutoring

Exchange Students Website

Welcome to UH Blog
http://blogs.helsinki.fi/welcometouh/

FACILITIES AND SERVICES

Helsinki University Library
http://www.helsinki.fi/kirjasto/en/home/

Language Centre

Learning Centre Aleksandria

Student Cafeterias
https://unicafe.fi/en/

Student Health Care

Student Union
https://hyy.fi/en/

Unisport
https://unisport.fi/en/